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Best Selling Author of Passionate About Pierogies, Kathy Gary has created the second in her
Ethnic Dishes series. Going Donuts for Paczki: Easy and Delicious Family Recipes contains
everything you need to skip the local bakery and create you own delicious Paczki (Polish
donuts). You will learn how to make the dough and a variety of filling flavors, as well as tips and
techniques to help ensure your success! Along the way you will also learn about the history and
traditions of Paczki, sparking your creativity to create your own traditions with your family.

About the AuthorRoger LeRoy Miller has served on the faculty of several universities, including
the University of Washington, Clemson University, and the University of Miami School of Law. As
professor he has taught intellectual property law, entertainment law, and other subjects. A widely
published and respected author, his work has appeared in the Insurance Counsel Journal,
Defense Research, California Trial Lawyers Journal, Antitrust Bulletin, Wisconsin Law Review,
and Connecticut Law Review. He has authored or co-authored numerous authoritative textbooks
on law, including BUSINESS LAW: TEXT & CASES, BUSINESS LAW TODAY: TEXT &
SUMMARIZED CASES, and THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT TODAY. He completed his studies at
the University of California at Berkeley and University of Chicago.Frank B. Cross is the Herbert
D. Kelleher Centennial Professor of Business Law at The University of Texas at Austin Law
School, where his research centers on judicial decision-making, the economics of law and
litigation, and traditional policy and doctrinal issues in administrative law. He has written several
books as well as pieces for the YALE LAW JOURNAL, COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW, UNIVERSITY
OF CHICAGO LAW REVIEW, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW, TEXAS LAW REVIEW,
VIRGINIA LAW REVIEW, CORNELL LAW REVIEW, GEORGETOWN LAW JOURNAL,
NORTHWESTERN LAW REVIEW, and UCLA LAW REVIEW. A former president of the
Academy of Legal Studies in Business, Professor Cross received his B.A. from the University of
Kansas and J.D. from Harvard Law School.
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Going Donuts for PączkiEasy and Delicious Family RecipesKathy E. GaryAll Rights Reserved.
All Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any
means, including scanning, photocopying, or otherwise without prior written permission of the
copyright holder.First Printing, 2012Printed in the United States of AmericaDisclaimer/Legal
NoticeThe information presented represents the view of the author as of the day of publication.
Due to the rate at which conditions change, the author reserves the right to alter and update her
opinions based on new conditions.This book is for informational purposes only. While every
attempt was made to accurately state the information provided here, neither the author nor her
affiliates or publisher assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions. Any slights
to people or organizations are unintentional.DedicationThis book is dedicated to my daughters,
who have taught me that the best family traditions are simple, and begin when everyone comes
together to share their talents and love. Making Pączki on a cold winter’s day has become one
of our favorite family traditions.Other Books by Kathy GaryGet the 4 books in Kathy’s Polish
Recipes Series in one book at a discounted price!The complete Polish recipes set includes:
Passionate About Pierogies, Going Donuts for Paczki, Brunching on Bialys, Blini and Blintzes
and Polish Desserts!Visit Kathy Gary’s WebsiteTable of ContentsIntroductionThe History of
PączkiPączki TraditionsFun Facts About PączkiTools for Making PączkiPączki-Making Tips and
PrecautionsPączki Dough RecipesTraditional Pączki RecipeEasy Pączki RecipeUsing A Bread
MakerFrying PączkiBaking PączkiPączki FillingsTypes of FillingPączki Filling RecipesVanilla
Pastry Cream FillingWhipped Cream Pastry FillingChocolate Cream Pastry FillingCoffee
Flavored Cream FillingRaspberry Flavored FillingPączki Filling TechniquesThe Finishing
TouchFinal ThoughtsBefore You Start: Kindle Book TipIf you are reading this on a Kindle, you
may want to place the Kindle in a Ziplock bag while you cook to ensure that no spills or spatters
harm your Kindle.Introduction“There is no sincerer love than the love of food.” - George Bernard
ShawWelcome to Going Donuts for Pączki: Easy and Delicious Family Recipes!One of the great
gifts of growing up in the United States in the 1900s were the traditions that were handed down
from grandparents to grandchildren about their heritage. For so many children of this time, their
grandparents or great-grandparents had come to America from their native land, and with them
they brought the traditions, skills and best of all, recipes from their homeland. As was often the
case of the children of my generation, my heritage did not just come from one country, but
several. My mother’s parents came to America from Poland, my father’s family from England,
France and Germany. My home growing up had the fragrances of the mix of these wonderful
lands in the foods that my mother, aunts and grandmothers cooked with such love for my
family. One tradition that I still hold dear is the making of Pączki every year during the winter
months. Pączki, pronounced poonch-KEY or punch-KEY, is the plural form, and is a polish term
for a deep fried pastry, similar to a donut. The singular form of this word is pączek, pronounced
poon-check. The singular form of the word is rarely heard – perhaps because no one can eat



just one!In this book you will find the history of the Pączki, some fun facts and traditions that
surround this delicious pastry and then best of all, recipes that have been handed down to my
family from my grandmother. Some of the recipes I have modified over the years to make them
easier to make, or to substitute ingredients that weren’t available a century ago or aren’t
available now, or because I have found the taste to be more to my liking.Some important
considerations prior to making your own Pączki and creating your own family traditions: Making
pączki is done out of pure love, as they are labor-intensive.There is no such thing as a low-
calorie pączki. Although you can lower the calories by baking them (recipe included below)
instead of deep-frying, the number of calories per pączki, depending on the filling, can range
from 350 to over 800. Regardless of the time involved, or the calorie count, pączki are so very
much worth it!So let’s get started! It’s time to Go Donuts For Pączki!Happy Cooking!~ KathyThe
History of PączkiPączki are traditionally considered a Polish pastry, round-shaped much like a
donut. They are typically deep-fried and filled with fruit or custard and coated with sugar or icing.
Similar types of pastries have also come from the Ukraine and Hungry.Going Donuts for
PączkiEasy and Delicious Family RecipesKathy E. GaryGoing Donuts for PączkiEasy and
Delicious Family Recipes Kathy E. GaryAll Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. No part of
this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means, including scanning,
photocopying, or otherwise without prior written permission of the copyright holder.First Printing,
2012Printed in the United States of AmericaDisclaimer/Legal NoticeThe information presented
represents the view of the author as of the day of publication. Due to the rate at which conditions
change, the author reserves the right to alter and update her opinions based on new
conditions.This book is for informational purposes only. While every attempt was made to
accurately state the information provided here, neither the author nor her affiliates or publisher
assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions. Any slights to people or
organizations are unintentional.All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means, including scanning, photocopying,
or otherwise without prior written permission of the copyright holder. First Printing, 2012Printed
in the United States of AmericaDisclaimer/Legal NoticeThe information presented represents
the view of the author as of the day of publication. Due to the rate at which conditions change,
the author reserves the right to alter and update her opinions based on new conditions.This
book is for informational purposes only. While every attempt was made to accurately state the
information provided here, neither the author nor her affiliates or publisher assume any
responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions. Any slights to people or organizations are
unintentional.DedicationThis book is dedicated to my daughters, who have taught me that the
best family traditions are simple, and begin when everyone comes together to share their talents
and love. Making Pączki on a cold winter’s day has become one of our favorite family
traditions.Other Books by Kathy GaryGet the 4 books in Kathy’s Polish Recipes Series in one
book at a discounted price!The complete Polish recipes set includes: Passionate About
Pierogies, Going Donuts for Paczki, Brunching on Bialys, Blini and Blintzes and Polish Desserts!



Visit Kathy Gary’s WebsiteDedicationThis book is dedicated to my daughters, who have taught
me that the best family traditions are simple, and begin when everyone comes together to share
their talents and love. Making Pączki on a cold winter’s day has become one of our favorite
family traditions.Other Books by Kathy GaryGet the 4 books in Kathy’s Polish Recipes Series in
one book at a discounted price!The complete Polish recipes set includes: Passionate About
Pierogies, Going Donuts for Paczki, Brunching on Bialys, Blini and Blintzes and Polish Desserts!
Visit Kathy Gary’s WebsiteTable of ContentsIntroductionThe History of PączkiPączki
TraditionsFun Facts About PączkiTools for Making PączkiPączki-Making Tips and
PrecautionsPączki Dough RecipesTraditional Pączki RecipeEasy Pączki RecipeUsing A Bread
MakerFrying PączkiBaking PączkiPączki FillingsTypes of FillingPączki Filling RecipesVanilla
Pastry Cream FillingWhipped Cream Pastry FillingChocolate Cream Pastry FillingCoffee
Flavored Cream FillingRaspberry Flavored FillingPączki Filling TechniquesThe Finishing
TouchFinal ThoughtsBefore You Start: Kindle Book TipIf you are reading this on a Kindle, you
may want to place the Kindle in a Ziplock bag while you cook to ensure that no spills or spatters
harm your Kindle.Table of ContentsIntroductionThe History of PączkiPączki TraditionsFun Facts
About PączkiTools for Making PączkiPączki-Making Tips and PrecautionsPączki Dough
RecipesTraditional Pączki RecipeEasy Pączki RecipeUsing A Bread MakerFrying PączkiBaking
PączkiPączki FillingsTypes of FillingPączki Filling RecipesVanilla Pastry Cream FillingWhipped
Cream Pastry FillingChocolate Cream Pastry FillingCoffee Flavored Cream FillingRaspberry
Flavored FillingPączki Filling TechniquesThe Finishing TouchFinal ThoughtsBefore You Start:
Kindle Book Tip If you are reading this on a Kindle, you may want to place the Kindle in a Ziplock
bag while you cook to ensure that no spills or spatters harm your Kindle.Introduction“There is no
sincerer love than the love of food.” - George Bernard ShawWelcome to Going Donuts for
Pączki: Easy and Delicious Family Recipes!One of the great gifts of growing up in the United
States in the 1900s were the traditions that were handed down from grandparents to
grandchildren about their heritage. For so many children of this time, their grandparents or great-
grandparents had come to America from their native land, and with them they brought the
traditions, skills and best of all, recipes from their homeland. As was often the case of the
children of my generation, my heritage did not just come from one country, but several. My
mother’s parents came to America from Poland, my father’s family from England, France and
Germany. My home growing up had the fragrances of the mix of these wonderful lands in the
foods that my mother, aunts and grandmothers cooked with such love for my family. One
tradition that I still hold dear is the making of Pączki every year during the winter months.
Pączki, pronounced poonch-KEY or punch-KEY, is the plural form, and is a polish term for a
deep fried pastry, similar to a donut. The singular form of this word is pączek, pronounced poon-
check. The singular form of the word is rarely heard – perhaps because no one can eat just one!
In this book you will find the history of the Pączki, some fun facts and traditions that surround this
delicious pastry and then best of all, recipes that have been handed down to my family from my
grandmother. Some of the recipes I have modified over the years to make them easier to make,



or to substitute ingredients that weren’t available a century ago or aren’t available now, or
because I have found the taste to be more to my liking.Some important considerations prior to
making your own Pączki and creating your own family traditions: Making pączki is done out of
pure love, as they are labor-intensive.There is no such thing as a low-calorie pączki. Although
you can lower the calories by baking them (recipe included below) instead of deep-frying, the
number of calories per pączki, depending on the filling, can range from 350 to over
800. Regardless of the time involved, or the calorie count, pączki are so very much worth it!So
let’s get started! It’s time to Go Donuts For Pączki!Happy Cooking!~ KathyIntroduction“There is
no sincerer love than the love of food.” - George Bernard ShawWelcome to Going Donuts for
Pączki: Easy and Delicious Family Recipes!One of the great gifts of growing up in the United
States in the 1900s were the traditions that were handed down from grandparents to
grandchildren about their heritage. For so many children of this time, their grandparents or great-
grandparents had come to America from their native land, and with them they brought the
traditions, skills and best of all, recipes from their homeland. As was often the case of the
children of my generation, my heritage did not just come from one country, but several. My
mother’s parents came to America from Poland, my father’s family from England, France and
Germany. My home growing up had the fragrances of the mix of these wonderful lands in the
foods that my mother, aunts and grandmothers cooked with such love for my family. One
tradition that I still hold dear is the making of Pączki every year during the winter months.
Pączki, pronounced poonch-KEY or punch-KEY, is the plural form, and is a polish term for a
deep fried pastry, similar to a donut. The singular form of this word is pączek, pronounced poon-
check. The singular form of the word is rarely heard – perhaps because no one can eat just one!
In this book you will find the history of the Pączki, some fun facts and traditions that surround this
delicious pastry and then best of all, recipes that have been handed down to my family from my
grandmother. Some of the recipes I have modified over the years to make them easier to make,
or to substitute ingredients that weren’t available a century ago or aren’t available now, or
because I have found the taste to be more to my liking.Some important considerations prior to
making your own Pączki and creating your own family traditions: Making pączki is done out of
pure love, as they are labor-intensive.There is no such thing as a low-calorie pączki. Although
you can lower the calories by baking them (recipe included below) instead of deep-frying, the
number of calories per pączki, depending on the filling, can range from 350 to over
800. Regardless of the time involved, or the calorie count, pączki are so very much worth it!So
let’s get started! It’s time to Go Donuts For Pączki!Happy Cooking! ~ KathyThe History of
PączkiPączki are traditionally considered a Polish pastry, round-shaped much like a donut. They
are typically deep-fried and filled with fruit or custard and coated with sugar or icing. Similar
types of pastries have also come from the Ukraine and Hungry.The History of Pączki Pączki are
traditionally considered a Polish pastry, round-shaped much like a donut. They are typically
deep-fried and filled with fruit or custard and coated with sugar or icing. Similar types of pastries
have also come from the Ukraine and Hungry.
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sharon genovese, “It looks like it will be fun to use. Its a cookbook I will be using it to bake with”

Tink B-D, “Great for Beginners. I was not familiar with Paczki before grabbing this book.
However, I do have a delightful memory from childhood of my Mom and her best friend making
donuts from scratch. As I recall it turned into a classic Lucy and Ethel episode and took them all
night!Since then, I have avoided the idea of making donuts of any kind. However, this cookbook,
and Kathy's superb instructions have me re-evaluating.I spend some of my time as a technical
writer, 'splainin' how to do things - writing tutorials. As a result, I am VERY picky when I read
instructions.In this instance, Kathy has created an EXCELLENT resource for first-timers. She
lays out the process in detail, she tells exactly the tools needed and why, she gives tips to avoid
common problems, and she even explains the time constraints of the process.When you add in
all of the mouth watering recipes, this is a WINNER!If you have ever toyed with the idea of
making donuts of any ethnicity from scratch, do yourself a favor and start here, with Going
Donuts for Paczki.”

Michelle, “Who Know Making Donuts Could Be Easy?. I've only ever made plain donuts so the
cover of this book had me drooling with that delicious looking filling! It's a great book with
wonderful history and tips on make donuts. Interestingly enough, you can make the dough in
your bread maker and there is even a recipe for that! There is instructions for doughs and fillings
but not really a bunch of recipes per se, I guess you don't really need them as you can mix and
match the dough and filling recipes but if you are looking for a huge book full of different donut
recipes this isn't it. On the other hand, if you are looking for a book that details the right way to
make these types of donuts and gives you all the tips then you're in the right place!”

Kristie, “Ready for a Hot Donut or Paczki??? Yes! Me Too!. After reading this entertaining book, I
now understand that a paczki is a deep fried pastry like a donut. Now, I know what a hot donut
is, and you don't have to call me twice! In fact, just reading this book made me drool for one!I
liked the explanation of the history of the paczki and the practical tips on how much time to
allocate to do this well. It is also full of key baking tips such as using the freshest ingredients
possible. It includes a traditional method of baking paczki, an easy recipe to make paczki, and a
great way to use a breadmaker to get the result you desire. She also covers baking paczki,
frying it and all the great information on yummy fillings you ever need to know.This is a Great
book that I highly recommend you download immediately to get those hot donuts called packzk!
I can just smell the aroma coming from the kitchen now... and what a great activity to do with
your kids!Kristie”

Sandy B, “We Love Paçzki. "Poonchky" Day is a big deal where I live. All of the bakeries serve
up a wide variety of this wonderful pastry. Most people pre-order boxes of Paçzki. On Fat



Tuesday we exchange Paçzki with friends. So when I saw this cookbook I had to get it because
I'd like to try making Paçzki myself. I liked the section on the history of this pastry, the different
ways to make the pastries and all of the wonderful fillings. Paçzki are definitely fattening but they
are so delicious and it's such an enduring family tradition, I can't imagine a Fat Tuesday without
them!  Thanks for this cookbook !”

B. Haywood, “YUMMY! Can't Wait to Get Cooking. There's just one word for Paczki and that's
YUMMY! When I was little, my grandmother, of German extraction, would make sugared donuts
as a treat on Sunday after church. The pastry on the cover of this book reminded me of Gram's
donuts so I had to just buy it!. It turns out thee little pastries/donuts have a lot in common and
you can made them so many different ways! Now I'm not the best baker in the world, but this
book lays everything out  step-by step & I can't wait to get cooking!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Paczki. I was looking for a good recipe for Paczki and this seems to be
it. I haven't tried making them yet, but this author goes into detail and shows different ways to
make them. I will be trying these this year on the day that most Polish people eat them. Maybe
even sooner.  I could almost taste them as read the book.”

Dave Everett, “A Dream Come True!. This is like a dream come true. If you like doughnuts, you
will love these. Complete instructions on how to bake your own and then fill them with your own
choice of fillings.I loved Kathy's book, Passionate About Pierogies, and this one is equally as
good. I had never even heard of Paczki before coming across this book - now I can't wait to try
them. A very informative and highly recommend book, especially for those with a sweet tooth!”

The book by Ellen Reid Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 40 people have provided feedback.
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